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Abstract. Recent paleomagnetic studies have constrained the strength

and longevity of the magnetic field generated by the solar nebula, which has

broad implications for the early evolution of the solar system. Paleomagnetic

evidence was recorded by nanoscale iron inclusions in olivine crystals in the

Semarkona LL 3.0 chondrite. These dusty olivines, have been shown to be

credible carriers of ancient magnetic remanence. The small scale of the iron

inclusions presents several challenges for defining their fundamental magnetic

properties. Here we present the first correlative study of the response of these

magnetic structures under applied laboratory fields. Results show that the

majority of particles are in a single-vortex state and exhibit stable magnetic
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behavior in applied fields up to 200 mT. Experimental observations using

Lorentz microscopy and magnetic transmission X-ray microscopy are shown

to compare well with the results of finite-element micromagnetic simulations

derived from 3D models of the particles obtained using electron tomogra-

phy. This correlative approach may be used to characterize the fundamen-

tal magnetic behavior of many terrestrial and extraterrestrial paleomagnetic

carriers in the single- to multi-vortex size range, which represent the vast ma-

jority of stable magnetic carriers in rocks and meteorites.

Plain Language Summary:

Some of the first solid materials to form in the solar system have been brought

to Earth by meteorites. They contain tiny metallic inclusions which record

information about the magnetic fields at the earliest stages of our solar sys-

tem’s history. Understanding these magnetic fields, and how they are recorded

by metallic particles, provides very important information for understand-

ing how our solar system formed and evolved. We have studied some of these

particles to image their magnetic structure using microscopes which allow

us to see structures a billionth of a metre in size. We have developed a new

technique using X-rays to image how the magnetic structure in these par-

ticles changes when we apply different magnetic fields in the laboratory. We

have also been able to reproduce our results using computer simulations of

the magnetic behavior of the particles. This is the first study that has im-

aged the magnetic structure of these particles under applied fields. We find

that the particles are very stable; even under magnetic fields thousands of
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times stronger than Earth’s, the particles still don’t change the magnetic struc-

ture they had in the early solar system.

Keypoints:

• We show the first experimental results demonstrating the stability of dusty

olivines under applied magnetic fields.

• We use a novel combination of electron and X-ray microscopy techniques

combined with micromagnetic simulations.

• We confirm previous results that dusty olivines are capable of record-

ing magnetic fields from the solar nebula.
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1. Introduction

The Semarkona meteorite is an LL 3.0 ordinary chondrite, containing some of the most

pristine and unequilibrated chondrules. These chondrules contain dusty olivine grains,

formed by reduction of olivine in the earliest stages of the solar nebula. These dusty

olivines are not thought to have formed by crystallization within the host chondrule, but

represent relict grains of an even earlier time in solar system history, prior to chondrule

formation [Leroux et al., 2003]. The dusty olivines contain sub-micron sized metallic

grains of almost pure Fe kamacite [Uehara and Nakamura, 2006]. The composition of

metallic grains considered in this study was measured using scanning transmission electron

microscopy elemental maps in previous work [Fu et al., 2014a]. A recent 3D micromagnetic

and tomographic study of the Semarkona meteorite concluded that the majority of stable

remanence carriers in dusty olivines were vortex and small multidomain states [Einsle

et al., 2016]. Significant research has been undertaken to investigate the credibility of

these Fe particles as paleomagnetic carriers of solar nebula magnetic fields [Einsle et al.,

2016; Lappe et al., 2011; Shah et al., 2018]. The first paleomagnetic measurement of a

solar nebula field was captured by dusty olivines from the Semarkona chondrite, with

important implications for the formation of the pre-accretionary disk and the first solid

material in the solar system [Fu et al., 2014b].

Recent research has also shown that single-vortex (SV) grains can behave like uniaxial

single domain (SD) grains, and may in fact be more stable as paleomagnetic recorders

[Almeida et al., 2014; Nagy et al., 2017]. This is a significant discovery for all fields of

paleomagnetic research, since the vast majority of magnetic grains in rocks fall in the
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vortex to multi-vortex size range from ∼ 0.1 – 10 µm [Roberts et al., 2018]. Off-axis

electron holography in the transmission electron microscope (TEM) has directly imaged

vortex behavior at a range of temperatures and shows good agreement with micromagnetic

simulations. These results suggest that vortex structures are stable recorders of both

thermoremanent magnetization, paleodirections and paleointensities [Almeida et al., 2016;

Shah et al., 2018].

The aim of this study was to image directly the magnetic response of dusty olivine

inclusions under high applied magnetic fields (where high refers to fields on the order of

millitesla), and thereby assess the validity of micromagnetic simulations that predict high

field stability for these particles. Magnetic imaging in high applied fields is extremely

challenging using conventional electron-beam techniques (e.g. electron holography) since

strong magnetic fields adversely affect the trajectory of electrons through the microscope.

For this reason, previous experiments which image vortex states in natural materials have

been performed under zero-field conditions [Shah et al., 2018]. The magnetic soft X-ray

transmission microscope at the XM-1 beamline at the Advanced Light Source (Berkeley,

California) offers a particularly attractive set up for imaging in applied magnetic fields,

since it operates in a photon-in/photon-out regime, therefore magnetic fields may be

applied in any orientation without affecting the image. The XM-1 beamline is capable

of 15 nm spatial resolution [Fischer et al., 2006], allowing the behaviour of the smallest

magnetic structures to be imaged.

There have been several successful experiments that utilize X-ray magnetic circular

dichroism (XMCD) to image vortex core behavior with picosecond time resolution [Choe

et al., 2004; Guslienko et al., 2006; Im et al., 2014; Raabe et al., 2005]. This research
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focusses on the application of vortex cores as memory devices and uses permalloy thin films

with a thickness of 20 nm. These ultra-thin materials provide excellent imaging contrast.

Natural samples, on the other hand, are much thicker and more heterogeneous, posing

several technical challenges for successful imaging. Here, we show the first results for the

response of natural dusty olivines to applied fields of up to ∼ 200 mT at room temperature,

using magnetic soft X-ray transmission microscopy (MTXM). Results are presented for

five particles from a dusty olivine grain from the Semarkona chondrite (particle dimensions

are given in Table 1). The motion of vortex structures in applied fields is found to be in

good agreement with micromagnetic simulations, based on the exact morphology of the

particles obtained from electron nanotomography.

A correlative approach is used to interrogate the fundamental properties of nanoscale

magnetic particles under strong applied magnetic fields (Figure 1). We demonstrate the

advantage of combining a variety of experimental techniques to build a comprehensive data

set for specific particles within a sample. The potential for realistic 3D reconstructions

and simulations is also shown, allowing time-consuming experimental procedures to be

supplemented by computational results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Samples

Iron particles from a dusty olivine grain, sample DOC5 described by Fu et al. [2014b],

were extracted from a chondrule from the Semarkona LL3.0 ordinary chondrite [Einsle

et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2014b]. Five iron particles formed the focus of the study, the

dimensions of which are summarised in Table 1. Three particles were significantly more

elongate that the other two, offering the opportunity to investigate the effects of shape
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anisotropy. The dusty olivine grain was mounted in epoxy on a quartz disc. The disc was

subsequently mounted on an scanning electron microscope (SEM) stub and carbon coated.

The olivine grain needed to be as thin as possible in order to carry out MTXM. A lamella

was prepared using the focussed ion beam (FIB) in a lift-out technique on the FEI Helios

Nanolab DualBeam in the Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, University of

Cambridge. The center and one edge of the sample were gradually thinned using a stable

window configuration (Figure 2). Within the stable window, the sample was gradually

thinned into a wedge shape, following the methodology described by Schaffer et al. [2012].

The sample was then mounted on an omniprobe grid with platinum deposition.

2.2. Lorentz Microscopy

Lorentz microscopy in the TEM was conducted at the Center for Electron Nanoscopy,

Technical University of Denmark. Images were acquired using an FEI Titan 80-300 TEM

with a field-emission-gun (FEG) operated at 300 keV. Electrons are transmitted through

the sample and deflected by its magnetization. The direction of magnetization can be

determined by using Fresnel imaging, whereby the electron beam is over-focused onto the

specimen, leading to bright or dark contrast. The contrast is generated by the in-plane

magnetization of the sample causing deflection of the electron beam due to the Lorentz

force [Kasama et al., 2009]. Particles with complex internal structure were then selected

for further study.

2.3. Full-field soft X-ray transmission microscopy

Selected samples were measured using full-field soft X-ray transmission microscopy at

beamline 6.1.2 (XM-1) at the Advanced Light Source (Lawrence Berkeley National Lab-
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oratory, California). This beamline offers a simple set up: X-rays are emitted from a

bending magnet source and focused using two Fresnel zone plates placed at the focal

points in front and behind the sample. The sample is mounted on an omniprobe grid,

which is taped to the corner of a flat, metal window and then screwed to the sample

stage. Samples were imaged under magnetic fields in both in-plane (IP) and out-of-plane

(OOP) configurations (Figure 3) . The sample was mounted on a holder which sits at an

angle of 60◦ to the direction of transmission [Fischer et al., 2001]. In the IP configuration,

a magnetic field is applied parallel to the sample surface (Figure 3a,b) and in the OOP

configuration the applied field is perpendicular to the sample surface (Figure 3c). Mag-

netic fields are applied using two magnetic pole pieces. The applied field is generated by

applying a current of up to 1 A in either direction across the pole pieces. A 1 A current

corresponds to a magnetic field of ∼ 100 mT and ∼ 300 mT for the IP and OOP configura-

tion, respectively. Magnetic contrast is achieved using X-ray magnetic circular dichroism

(XMCD). The bending magnet alters the polarity of the X-rays; by changing the angle

of the X-rays to the orbital plane by a few milliradians, 70 % polarisation is achieved.

The polarity above the beam center is the opposite of that below the beam center, so by

selecting different regions of the X-ray beam, opposite polarisations were acquired. Due

to inhomogeneity in the beamline, opposite polarizations are not the exact reverse of each

other, therefore variation in contrast between opposite polarizations cannot be quantified.

Changes in the magnetic signal are also very weak relative to the X-ray absorption of the

Fe particles as a whole. In order to generate a visible, quantifiable magnetic contrast,

two images acquired in a magnetic field applied in opposite directions (e.g., 10 mT and

-10 mT), but with the same polarization are divided (Figure 4). This gives an intensity
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of unity anywhere where magnetic contrast has not changed and small variations (mostly

5 %) where magnetic structures have shifted (Figure 1). This method therefore produces

magnetic contrast generated by the difference in magnetization between the two applied

fields. Forty images were acquired for each applied field direction. Each pair of images is

divided and then the average of forty images is taken in order to minimize noise (Figure 5).

Only magnetic contrast generated in the center of the particles is considered for further

analysis. High contrast regions around the edges of the particles are artifacts which are

present prior to any image processing.

2.4. HAADF-STEM Tomography

High angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscope (HAADF-

STEM) tomography was carried out using an FEI Tecnai F20 FEG TEM in the Depart-

ment of Materials Sciences and Metallurgy, University of Cambridge. HAADF imaging

has the advantage of being less affected by diffraction contrast and producing an image

that is essentially monotonic with thickness and is only sensitive to changes in composi-

tion, therefore projection images accurately reflect the genuine particle structure [Midgley

and Dunin-Borkowski , 2009; Midgley and Weyland , 2003]. Images were acquired every

degree between 75◦ along a single tilt axis, defined by a protective Pt strip. This experi-

mental set up resulted in a missing wedge of 30◦. The Pt strip also partially obscures the

two Fe nanoparticles of interest. Images were aligned using FEI’s Inspect3D. We reduce

reconstruction artefacts due to the missing wedge and the overlapping of the Pt strip at

high angles by using a compressive sensing (CS) algorithm [Leary et al., 2013; Saghi et al.,

2011].
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2.5. Micromagnetic Simulations

Micromagnetic simulations were used to investigate the observed MTXM behaviour of

the particles. The shape and size of the particles were accurately reconstructed from

the tomography data. The tomographic reconstructions were smoothed using the image

processing package ImageJ and converted to a triangular surface mesh. The software

package CuBit was then used to convert to a tetrahedral volume mesh. Tetrahedral

mesh nodes are distributed at 5 nm intervals throughout the particle. Although this is

slightly larger than the exchange length for Fe (3.4 nm), a denser node distribution is too

computationally expensive. Nodes at 5 nm intervals provide acceptable resolution for the

simple simulations presented here.

Micromagnetic simulations were performed using Micromagnetic Earth Related Rapid

Interpreted Language Laboratory (MERRILL) [Conbhúı et al., 2018]. A finite-element

method and boundary-element method were used to solve for the magnetic scalar potential

inside the particle, in order to calculate the demagnetizing energy of the system. The Fe

particles were simulated under applied fields in the same orientation as those applied dur-

ing the MTXM experiment. Simulations were carried out between -1000 mT and 1000 mT

in steps of 10 mT. At each step, the simulation finds the lowest energy state, taking into

account exchange, cubic anisotropy, magnetostatic and demagnetizing energies. Material

properties for Fe at 20 ◦C were assumed: saturation magnetization, M = 1715 kA m−1;

exchange energy, A = 2 × 10−11 J m−1; and cubic anisotropy, K1 = 48 kJ m−3 [Muxworthy

and Williams , 2015]. At the end of each applied field step, magnetic moments within the

sample were randomly rotated by up to 30 ; this was used as the starting point for the
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next applied field step to avoid the simulation terminating in a local energy minimum.

These simulations give a 3D representation of the magnetic behavior of the particle.

In order to directly compare the simulations with the MTXM data, representative 2D

projections were calculated. Tetrahedral volume meshes were interpolated onto a regularly

structured grid of 100 × 100 × 100 nodes. The magnetic moment at each node in the

structured grid is the contribution from all of the surrounding nodes in the tetrahedral

volume mesh. The entire stack is then averaged in the z-direction to give a 100 × 100

2D projection of the Fe particle. In the MTXM experiments the Fe particles are highly

absorbing, with only 20 % of the photons being transmitted. Therefore, a background

value is added to the simulated projection to represent this absorption. An image is then

generated for qualitative comparison with the MTXM data.

3. Results

3.1. Particle Characterisation

In order to compare experimental results with micromagnetic simulations, accurate

3D morphologies of the particles measured using Lorentz microscopy and MTXM were

reconstructed using STEM nanotomography (Figure 6). The dimensions of each measured

particle are shown in Table 1. Their shape in cross section varies from approximately

circular to elliptical with a maximum aspect ratio of 1.3 (Particle 4). The top and bottom

of each particle is flattened in order to make them thin enough for MTXM.

The morphology of each particle controls the magnetic behaviour it exhibits. Particles 2

and 5 have the most equant morphologies. Their magnetization is in a single vortex state,

with the vortex core positioned perpendicular to the flattened top and bottom of each

particle. Particle 1 and Particle 3 are slightly elongate, and have a vortex core aligned
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the major axis of each particle. Particle 4, which has the highest aspect ratio, shows

an internal Kittel structure. The domain walls divide the particle into four quadrants

forming a Kittel closure structure [Kittel , 1946]. Since all of the particle are similar in

size, these changes in internal magnetic structure can be attributed to their shape.

3.2. Imaging the magnetic structure of nanoscale Fe particles

Over-focussed (Figure 7a) and under-focussed (Figure 7b) Lorentz images were acquired

for Particles 4 and 5. In the over-focused image, a bright region of contrast runs along the

center of the long-axis of Particle 4. Particle 5 has a dark center and will be referred to

as the Vortex particle due to its single vortex magnetic structure. The alternate contrast

observed in the two particles demonstrates that the magnetisation of each of the particles

rotates in opposite senses. The under-focused image confirms these observations; Particle

4 has a dark center, while Particle 5 has a bright center. The high-resolution contrast

sharply defines the interior magnetic structure of these particles.

The same particles that were imaged using Lorentz microscopy were then imaged using

MTXM (Figures 7c and 8). Using this method, the lateral shift of the domain wall

and/or vortex core in response to the oppositely applied magnetic field is seen as a paired

bright/dark feature, as shown schematically in Figure 4. The particles were imaged under

an increasing out-of-plane (OOP) applied magnetic field from 20 to 200 mT (Figure 3d).

As the applied field was increased, the observed contrast within the particles increased,

corresponding to larger shifts of the interior magnetic structure. The internal structure in

Particle 5 shifts in the opposite direction to Particle 4, causing the light and dark contrast

to be reversed. This is consistent with results from Lorentz microscopy.
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To investigate the response of the internal magnetic structure to the direction of the

applied magnetic field, three more particles (Particle 1, Particle 2 and Particle 3) were

imaged in one IP (Figure 3b) and two OOP orientations (Figure 3d). The different

magnetic response to each applied field direction was observed in the MTXM contrast

(Figure 9). The IP applied field causes the largest shift of the vortices, since it is applied

almost perpendicular to each vortex core. For the two OOP applied field directions, there

is also an IP component since the sample is mounted at a 30◦ angle to the direction of

the applied field. The response of the particles depends on their morphology relative to

the direction of the IP component of the applied field (direction of the IP applied field is

shown in Figure 9). A larger shift was observed when the IP component was perpendicular

to the elongate axis of the particles. Particle 2, which has the most equant morphology

was the most stable; the single vortex structure only experienced small shifts, even under

applied fields of 200 mT.

All of the changes in magnetic structure are confined toward the center of the particles,

most of which exhibit single vortex cores. For all applied field directions and particles,

no domain wall annihilation has occurred at 200 mT, suggesting they are still extremely

stable under applied fields of this strength.

3.3. Comparing experimental results with micromagnetic simulations

The nanotomography of each particle was converted to a mesh and used with MERRILL

to generate 3D micromagnetic simulations of particle behavior under varying applied

magnetic fields. The 3D simulations were then converted to a 2D projection for direct

comparison with the MTXM experimental data. Figures 8 and 9 show experimental and

simulated MTXM images. In all cases the simulations are in good qualitative agreement,
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although slightly larger shifts are calculated for a given applied field strength. Results

from micromagnetic simulations can be used to begin to interpret the response of the

particles to applied magnetic fields. The hysteresis loops shown in Figure 9 demonstrate

how the change in applied field direction and particle morphology influence magnetic

behaviour. Vortices are annihilated (i.e., the vortex is driven out of the particle as it

approaches saturation) at lower applied fields in the IP configuration, or when the in-

plane component of the OOP field is aligned along the short axis of elongate particles.

Paraview [Ahrens et al., 2005; Ayachit , 2016] was used to visualise how the change

in contrast in the processed MTXM images corresponds to the actual shift in magnetic

structure. Profiles of simulated MTXM intensity were taken across the particles (Figure

10). The profiles are asymmetric between the light and dark regions. This implies that

the shift in magnetic structure is small, i.e. the change in magnetic structure for positive

and negative applied fields overlaps. The magnitude of the MTXM signal increases as the

particles become more strongly magnetized.

Simulations were run for a larger range of applied field strengths than were investigated

experimentally, ranging between ± 1 T (Figure 9). The applied field strengths at which

vortices are annihilated are shown in Table 2 and are found to exceed 200 mT in all cases.

4. Discussion

Results show the first direct experimental observations of the magnetic response of

vortex states in natural samples to an applied external magnetic field. Fe particles in

dusty olivine grains are found to be stable under strong applied fields up to 200 mT.

This is in good agreement with recent studies suggesting single-vortex grains may in fact

be more stable than SD particles [Nagy et al., 2017]. In the following, we discuss the
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various experimental techniques used to image the magnetic structure of the particles

and the merits of combining multiple techniques with micromagnetic simulations to fully

characterize the observed behavior.

Lorentz microscopy images magnetic contrast within particles using the deflection ex-

perienced by electrons as they pass through a region of magnetic induction [Chapman

and Scheinfein, 1999]. Figure 7 shows the high resolution magnetic structure within the

particles. The Lorentz images are much higher resolution than the equivalent MTXM

images, demonstrating the superiority of the Lorentz method for the direct imaging of

the magnetic structure. The magnetic structure of the Particle 4 is revealed in the over-

focused image (Figure 7a), while the magnetic structure of Particle 5 is best seen in the

under-focused image (Figure 7b). This is consistent with the opposite response of each

of the particles to an applied magnetic field, shown by the opposite change in contrast

in the MTXM image (Figure 7c). Although Lorentz microscopy provides better contrast,

imaging in the presence of a large magnetic field is experimentally highly challenging.

MTXM has an advantage over Lorentz microscopy in allowing direct imaging of the

response of magnetic structure to a large applied field. The results presented here demon-

strate a proof-of-concept that natural, nanoscale particles can be imaged with a resolution

high enough to monitor their response under varying magnetic fields. This technique is

already well established for vortex dynamics in permalloys [Im et al., 2014; Kasai et al.,

2008]. Several experimental challenges were encountered specific to the imaging of natu-

ral samples. Because natural samples are thicker and more heterogeneous than idealized

permalloys, the magnetic signals from the particles are very small, particularly compared

to the high X-ray absorption of the Fe particle as a whole (Figure 4). In order to visualize
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magnetic structure within the particles, one image must be divided by another in different

applied fields. This removes the large absorption step from the Fe particle, which does

not change with varying applied field (Figure 5). Magnetic contrast generates a < 5 %

change in intensity, for equal and opposite applied fields up to ∼ 200 mT.

In order to compare experimental results to micromagnetic simulations, the exact mor-

phology of the particles must be known. We were able to accurately constrain the mor-

phology of the studied iron particles in the size range ∼ 200 – 600 nm using STEM

tomography. This allows the influence of a precise morphology on the magnetic response

of particles to be simulated under various applied field conditions. This also highlights

the merits of using this method to investigate the response of more complex morpholo-

gies, which are often encountered in natural samples, e.g. dendrites, are clear [Shaar and

Tauxe, 2013; Lascu et al., 2018].

3D reconstructions highlight the flattened top and bottom of the particles. Particles

have to be < 200 nm thick in order to transmit X-rays. This means that the particles

studied here, which have a diameter exceeding 200 nm (Table 1), cannot be imaged

with their natural morphology and must be made planar, hence altering their magnetic

behavior. This is a problem for any experimental technique requiring transmission through

extremely thin samples e.g., electron holography [Shah et al., 2018]. New imaging methods

are currently being developed which use hard X-rays. These higher energy X-rays allow

high resolution, temporally-resolved imaging in applied fields for thicker samples with

their natural morphology [Falch et al., 2017]. There has been one successful study using

hard X-rays to image the 3D magnetization of a synthetic sample [Donnelly et al., 2017].
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This is extremely promising for future successful imaging of the natural morphology of

magnetic carriers.

The micromagnetic simulations are found to be in good agreement with the experimen-

tal data. Some small discrepancies are observed between the MTXM and micromagnetic

images, however these are attributed to the experimental challenges of acquiring and pro-

cessing MTXM data. This suggests that the simulations are reliable enough to extend

the results to higher applied fields and varying field directions, and could also be used to

simulate the natural morphology of particles without the need to plane-off their tops and

bottoms. Simulations can also be used to define rock magnetic properties for specific sam-

ples. When considering nanoscale inclusions, such as those presented here, experimental

methods are extremely challenging, expensive and time consuming. Therefore the ability

to enhance experimental data with realistic simulations is important for the success and

scope of future nanomagnetic studies.

Another advantage of micromagnetic simulations is the diversity with which the results

can be presented. 3D reconstructions of the magnetic behavior within an individual parti-

cle are invaluable for fully interpreting their response (Figure 10c). Experimental images

may also be reproduced, such as those acquired during MTXM experiments (Figures 8

and 9). Results from electron holography have also been simulated from micromagnetic

simulations [Almeida et al., 2014; Conbhúı et al., 2016].

Experimental and simulated MTXM results suggest that dusty olivine particles are sta-

ble in strong applied fields of at least 200 mT. This applied field is much stronger than any

magnetic field the samples were likely to encounter in the solar system (most planetary-

strength magnetic fields are a few tens to hundreds of microtesla). Our results support
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previous experimental studies and simulations that have demonstrated the thermal sta-

bility of dusty olivines over timescales equivalent to the age of the solar system [Almeida

et al., 2016; Nagy et al., 2017; Shah et al., 2018; Nagy et al., 2019], together, these results

suggest that dusty olivines are excellent paleomagnetic recorders.

5. Conclusions

A correlative approach is presented for the direct investigation of nanoscale magnetic

properties in dusty olivine particles from the Semarkona meteorite. Lorentz microscopy

was used to provide high resolution images of the internal magnetic structure of nanoscale

particles. Selected particles were then imaged using MTXM to investigate their response

under strong applied magnetic fields. STEM tomography was subsequently used to create

high resolution 3D reconstructions of the particles which were then used to generate real-

istic micromagnetic simulations which can be directly compared to experimental results.

Such realistic simulations minimize the amount of challenging experimental work that

must be carried out, since a larger range of experimental conditions can be investigated

via simulations. The simulations presented here are in good agreement with the MTXM

data.

Results of MTXM studies and micromagnetic simulations support previous studies

which suggest dusty olivines are extremely reliable paleomagnetic recorders. Fe inclu-

sions exhibiting both single vortex and Kittel closure structures are stable in applied

fields of at least 200 mT, and simulations suggest they are stable in significantly higher

applied fields. This is much stronger than any magnetic field naturally generated within

the solar system, suggesting it is unlikely dusty olivines have been overprinted by other

magnetic fields after acquiring remanence.
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This is the first correlative approach resulting in the direct characterization of the

behaviour and internal magnetic structure of nanoparticles in the vortex size range. This

is relevant for the majority of paleomagnetic carriers, which exhibit vortex to multi-

vortex behaviour. Vortex grains are still poorly understood and essential for furthering

the applications of paleomagnetic study, such as unraveling Earth’s earliest paleomagnetic

record and interpreting extraterrestrial paleomagnetic signals from meteorites.
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Table 1. Dimensions of the studied Fe particles within a dusty olivine grain.

Particle Height (nm) Major Axis (nm) Minor Axis (nm)
Particle 1 200 345 250
Particle 2 200 245 220
Particle 3 200 330 365
Particle 4 250 605 455
Particle 5 200 525 455
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Table 2. Applied field strengths leading to annihilation of vortices from micromagnetic

simulations
Applied Field (mT)

Particle OOP IP OOP1 OOP2
Particle 1 - 370 370 510
Particle 2 - 550 490 480
Particle 3 - 330 330 490
Particle 4 780 - - -
Particle 5 > 1000 - - -
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Figure 1. A correlative approach is demonstrated in order to investigate the fundamental prop-

erties of nanoscale magnetic particles. Results of Lorentz microscopy are combined with results

on the same particles using transmission X-ray microscopy (MTXM). A 3D reconstruction of the

imaged particles is then generated using STEM tomography. These 3D reconstructions are used

to carry out realistic micromagnetic simulations using MERRILL. In the micromagnetic image

shown, the core positions for positive and negative applied fields (pink and purple, respectively)

are both shown.
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Figure 2. (a) The schematic shows the adaptation of the FIB preparation method [Schaffer

et al., 2012] used in this study, where a stable window configuration is made to stabilize the

extremely thin region of the sample imaged using TXM. (b) An SEM image of the prepared

stable window configuration for the FIB lamellae containing Particles 1,2 and 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic showing the four experimental configurations in which images were

acquired. (a) OOP imaging where the X-ray beam is perpendicular to the sample surface, and

the IP magnetic field is parallel to the sample surface. (b) IP imaging where the X-ray beam is

at an angle of 60◦ to the sample surface and the applied magnetic field is parallel to the sample

surface. (c) OOP imaging and OOP magnetic field; both are perpendicular to the sample surface.

(d) IP imaging and OOP magnetic field, where both the X-ray beam and applied magnetic field

are at 60◦ to the sample surface.
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Figure 4. Schematics showing how images are divided to generate magnetic contrast. Negative

and positive applied fields are colored blue and red, respectively. In the left-hand cartoon, the

profiles show an idealized absorption signal, which is dominated by the Fe particle, with the small

magnetic signal superimposed on the large absorption. Opposite applied fields cause opposing

shifts in the position of the vortex core. The position of the vortex core is associated with a

peak in X-ray absorption, which can be considered to relate directly to magnetic intensity. By

dividing images with opposite vortex core shifts (shown in the right-hand figure), a bright and

dark spot are generated, showing the relative position of the vortex core under the two applied

fields and removing the large absorption peak generated by the Fe particle.
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Figure 5. (a) Particles are imaged under an applied field of 1 A (∼ 200 mT). (b) Particles

are imaged again under a 1 A applied field in the opposite direction. (c) and (d) 40 images

are acquired of (a) and (b) respectively, which are then aligned and averaged. (e) Images (c)

and (d) are divided by each other to remove the strong absorption of the Fe particle and reveal

the magnetic contrast. (f) The background is then manually removed so that only the contrast

within the particles is observed.
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Figure 6. (a) Tomographic reconstruction of Particles 4 and 5. (b) The protective platinum

strip, aligned approximately along the tilt axis.
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Figure 7. a) An over-focused Lorentz image (b) An under-focused Lorentz image (c) A MTXM

image. Similar contrast is observed in both particles.
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Figure 8. The MTXM images are in good agreement with simulations for the same projection.

The grey background has a uniform value of 1, i.e., there is no difference between the divided

images in these regions. Background noise has been removed.
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Figure 9. Examples of MTXM images and corresponding simulations are shown for three more

particles in a dusty olivine from the Semarkona chondrite. Hysteresis loops for the three applied

field configurations were calculated using micromagnetic simulations(± 1 T). (a) In-plane applied

field. (b) An out-of-plane applied field (orientation 1). (c) The second orientation (orientation

2) for an out-of-plane applied field. The change in orientation of the particles reflects how the

particles were rotated relative to the X-ray beam.
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Figure 10. (a) A MTXM image for a 200 mT OOP applied field. (b) The corresponding

simulated MTXM image, from the micromagnetic simulations. (c) A 3D visualization in Paraview

of the actual change in magnetic structure in response to an applied field. The purple and pink

regions are selected as lines of constant moment and correspond to an applied field of - 200 mT

and 200 mT respectively. (d) Red lines represent profiles across MTXM images and blue lines

represent profiles across simulated images. Grey bars show the misfit between simulated and

experimental peaks and troughs, which represent the offset in magnetic structure for a given

applied field. The amplitude of the contrast is on an arbitrary scale and cannot be directly

compared between simulated and MTXM data.
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